We have shown in a recent collaboration that the Cauchy problem for the multi-dimensional Burgers equation is well-posed when the initial data u(0) is taken in the Lebesgue space L 1 (R n ), and more generally in L p (R n ). We investigate here the situation where u(0) is a bounded measure instead, focusing on the case n = 2. This is motivated by the description of the asymptotic behaviour of solutions with integrable data, as t → +∞.
Introduction
The title of the present manuscript refers to the seminal paper [9] by Tai-Ping Liu & Michel Pierre, where the authors studied a general one-dimensional conservation law (1) ∂ t u + ∂ x f (u) = 0, x ∈ R, t > 0 when the initial data a = u(0) is a bounded measure instead of a bounded or an integrable function.
We continue here this exploration, though in a multi-dimensional context, with an equation
(2) ∂ t u + div x f (u) := ∂ t u + ∂ 1 f 1 (u) + · · · + ∂ n f n (u) = 0.
As in [9] we are interested, for natural reasons, in data a whose total mass is finite. Whenever (2) is not linear, it is expected that u is damped out because of dispersion. The behaviour of f (s) at s = 0 is thus of great importance and we make the generic assumption (non-degeneracy) that f ′′ (0), . . ., f (n+1) (0) are linearly independent. Up to a change of coordinates, this amounts so saying that these vectors are parallel to those of the canonical basis. The paradigm of such conservation laws is therefore the (multi-dimensional) Burgers equation:
(3) ∂ t u + ∂ 1 u 2 2 + · · · + ∂ n u n+1 n + 1 = 0.
In collaboration with L. Silvestre [13] , we recently proved that the Cauchy problem is wellposed in every L p (R n ), the solution of (3) being instantaneously damped out as an L ∞ -function.
Following Liu & Pierre, we are concerned with the Cauchy problem for (3) when the data a is a bounded measure, and more precisely when a ∈ M \ L 1 (R n ). We show below that if n ≥ 2, this problem is not well-posed in the sense of Hadamard ; in particular, the Cauchy problem behaves badly at the datum a = δ 0 , see Corollary 5.1. This negative result seems to be caused by the extreme lack of regularity of the Dirac data. When the data instead display some mild regularity in n −1 directions, we prove on the contrary the two following compactness results. For the sake of simplicity, we focus here on the case n = 2.
• Let M, M ′ < ∞ and a unit vector ξ ∈ S 1 be given. Let K ⊂ L 1 (R 2 ) be the set of functions a such that a 1 ≤ M and ξ · ∇a 1 ≤ M ′ . Then the set K of solutions u associated with data a ∈ K is relatively compact in (L 1 ∩ L ∞ ) loc ((0, +∞) × R 2 ), and every cluster point is a true entropy solution of Burgers ; see Theorem 6.1.
• Alternatively, let a ∈ M (R 2 ) be such that (4) lim h→0 a(· + hξ) − a M = 0.
Then there exists a sequence b k ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R 2 ) converging vaguely towards a, such that the solution u k (t) := S t b k converges boundedly almost everywhere over every compact subset of (0, +∞) × R 2 . Again, the limit solves the Burgers equation ; see Theorem 7.1.
Because of the density of L 1 (R 2 ) into M (R 2 ) for the vague (weak-star) topology, this compactness is expected to provide existence for some quite singular data. Because of a scaling invariance, we are especially interested in self-similar data a = δ x 1 =0 ⊗ g, where g is a bounded measure on the vertical axis. If uniqueness holds true, the corresponding solutions should be self-similar. We find however that severe constraints limit the set of such data for which the Cauchy problem is well-behaved. In particular, their support may not be bounded above (in the x 2 direction), see Proposition 5.2. The situation is even worse in higher space dimension.
Link with asymptotic behaviour. Our study is motivated by the following observation about the two-dimensional case. Let u is a solution of (2), with n = 2 and u(0) ∈ L 1 (R 2 ). Recall that under non-degeneracy, we may assume
solves the modified equation
which converges in the vague topology towards a singular measureā :
When t → +∞, it is therefore tempting to compare u(t, x) to the supposed-to-be solutionū of the Burgers equation with singular datumā. Notice that we expect thatū be self-similar:
where V is the profile. Because of the negative results proved below, the description of the time asymptotics turns out to be more complicated and is left aside for future work. Notice however that the situation is even more involved in space dimension n ≥ 3. For instance if n = 3, then the scaling for the initial data is
whose vague limit is justā ≡ 0.
Liu & Pierre's results. Let us recall the main results of [9] . The initial data is always a non-negative bounded measure µ, and the initial condition is interpreted in the sense that u(t) converges to µ in the narrow sense as t → 0+. Theorem 1.1 states the uniqueness of a nonnegative solution. The sign condition on the solution may be removed when the flux satifies rφ(r) ≥ 0 (Theorem 2.2). The existence is proved (Proposition 2.1) for a broad family of fluxes φ. Finally, the link between fundamental solutions and the asymptotic behaviour is established in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. Notice that the uniqueness does not always hold, when we allow solutions to have a non constant sign. For instance the one-dimensional Burgers equation with a data a = Mδ 0 admits a one-parameter family of admissible solutions
among which only one has constant sign. These so-called N-waves describe the asymptotic behaviour of every admissible solution of a conservation law (1) for which φ ′ (0) = 0 and φ ′′ (0) = 1, see [4] . The uniqueness can be recovered for general solutions if the initial condition is understood pointwisely (Theorem 1.3) in terms of the integrated unknown v(t, x) = Our work below reveals that there is a major gap between the one-dimensional and the twodimensional situations. It suggests that the time-asymptotics of integrable solutions may be significantly more complex when n ≥ 2.
Plan of the article. Section 2 starts with well-known facts about Kružkov's theory from [6] . It recalls the L 1 -theory as developped in [13] . Finally it describes the strategy to attack the Cauchy problem when the initial data are bounded measures. In the short Section 3, we show that the growth of the support of a solution, in the horizontal variable, is bounded by √ t . Section 4 is two-fold. On the one hand, we prove that the sequence u m is tight, meaning that the mass cannot escape at infinity in finite time. This is done by estimating low-order moments. On the contrary, we show that high-order moments may grow arbitrarily fast, yielding to an obstruction to the Cauchy problem for arbitrary data in M (R 2 ). The non-existence of self-similar solutions for many self-similar data is established in Section 5. Last but not least, the compactness of a solution set is presented in Section 6, which considers data with a directional regularity. The case of data with a modulus of continuity in one direction (4) is treated in Section 7. The Appendix gathers miscellaneous facts of smaller importance.
To prove the compactness result, we recycle a technique already used by Tartar in [14] and by Chen & Liu in [1] . Since we cannot apply the div-curl Lemma, which provided identities in terms of a Young measure associated with the sequence u m , we content ourselves to use the weak upper semi-continuity result, recently established by De Rosa & al. [10] . This furnishes inequalities only, but strong enough ones, and we are able to prove that the Young measure is almost everywhere a Dirac mass.
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2 From L ∞ data to bounded measures The Kružkov semigroup. Kružkov's Theorem [6] tells us that when a ∈ L ∞ (R n ), then the Cauchy problem for (1) admits a unique admissible solution, defined as a function u ∈ L ∞ (R + × R n ) satisfying
as well as the so-called entropy inequalities
for every non-negative test functions φ and every k ∈ R. The Cauchy problem defines a semigroup over L ∞ (R n ) by (t, a) → S t a := u(t, ·).
Here are the main properties of the Kružkov's semigroup (S t ) t>0 :
In particular, if a ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R n ) then u(t) = S t a remains in the space L 1 (R n ) and t → u(t) 1 is non-increasing. Conservation of mass. Under the same assumptions as above, we have
Comparison. If a, b ∈ L ∞ (R n ) and a ≤ b, then S t a ≤ S t b.
By using Theorem 1.2 of [2] , and by truncating the flux, we have the important property that if a ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R n ), then u ∈ C(R + ; L 1 (R n )) ; in particular the initial condition is satisfied in the strong sense that
Initial data in L 1 . It has been observed for a long time that the contraction property implies that the restriction of the semigroup to the subspace L p ∩ L ∞ (R n ) admits a unique continuous extension, still denoted S t , to the space L p (R n ). The case p = 1 deserves a special attention for two reasons. On the one hand, the corresponding semigroup is contracting (see (7) ). On the other hand, the L 1 -continuity of t → u(t), already known when u(0) ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R n ), extends, thanks to the contraction in the same norm, to every data in L 1 (R n ). We shall therefore call u(t) := S t a the abstract solution of the Cauchy problem for (2) with initial data a ∈ L 1 (R n ).
The reason why we speak of an abstract solution, instead of an admissible solution, follows from an observation made by Crandall [2] : It is unclear whether u satisfies the conservation laws (as well as the associated entropy inequalities) in the distributional sense. The knowledge that u belongs to the space C(R + ; L 1 (R n )), is not sufficient to give a meaning to the partial derivatives ∂ j f j (u) ; it might happen that f j (u) is not locally integrable and thus does not defined a distribution. Of course, if the fluxes f j are globally Lipschitz, then f • u is integrable and ones proves easily that u is an admissible solution in the usual sense. This is true also if | f (r)| = O(1 + r p ) and a is taken in L p (R m ), because then u ∈ L ∞ (R + ; L p (R n )).
Besides these rather simple situations, it may happen that (2) displays a strong enough nonlinearity, which forces u(t) to have a higher integrability once t is positive. This is what happens in one space dimension, when the flux f is a convex function, because of the dispersion relation (see [4] , or [3] for an even more general statement)
which implies u(t) ∈ L ∞ (R) whenever t > 0. Another useful tool is the well-known Oleinik Inequality, valid for convex fluxes,
Since these inequalities could not be generalized to several space dimensions, Crandall's concern had not been elucidated until the recent work [13] by L. Silvestre and the author, a paper dedicated to the multi-dimensional Burgers equation (3). Using the recent tool of Compensated Integrability (see [11, 12] ) and a De Giorgi-type iteration, we proved dispersion inequalities of the form
The exponents α, β depend upon d, p and q and are the only one for which the estimates are consistent with the scaling group of the equation. One deduces easily that u(t) := S t a is an entropy solution of the conservation law in the ordinary sense: one has
together with the corresponding entropy inequalities
Remark 2.1
We warn the reader that the dispersive estimates do not ensure that f (u) be integrable in space and time up to t = 0+. For instance, if n = 2, one only knows
Therefore we cannot say whether u satisfies the initial condition in the integral sense of (5). The function u(t) = S t a is thus a solution to the Cauchy problem in the slightly different sense that if a ∈ L p (R n ), then we have u ∈ C(R + ; L p (R n )) and
To see this property in the case p = 1, it suffices to remark that u is the uniform limit in
Of course, (10, 11) and (12) are sufficient to declare that u is a genuine admissible solution of the Cauchy problem for the data a ∈ L p (R n ).
Data in the space of bounded measures. When the initial datum a ∈ M (R n ) instead, our strategy for constructing a solution of the Cauchy problem is still to approach a by a sequence of data a m ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R n ), using some regularization tool, for instance a convolution. We might also, using truncation, suppose that each a m is compactly supported. But, because 
Thanks to the Uniform Boundedness Principle, a m 1 is a bounded sequence. Thus the dispersive estimates show that the sequence u m (t) := S t a m is bounded in L ∞ loc (0, ∞; L p (R n )). A natural question is thus whether u m converges in a strong enough sense that the limit solve the conservation law. A subsidiary question, though an important one, is whether this limit satisfies the initial datum in any reasonable sense.
Notice that a vague limit u is actually a weak-star limit in the space L ∞ loc (0, +∞; L p (R n )), which satisfies the same estimates as (9) , that is
In particular, this limit is a measurable function and the singular part of the initial data is instantaneously damped out.
Width of the support of the solution
We consider from now on the 2-dimensional Burgers equation
We shall make use of the decay of the L 1 -norm, S t a 1 ≤ a 1 , together with the dispersive estimate, for which we refer to [13] 
be a given initial data and u be the associated admissible solution of (13) .
Then
Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that a is compactly supported, with support contained in the left half-plane x 1 ≤ 0. Let us integrate the entropy inequality
We obtain
where the right-hand side is the integral over the lateral boundary
√ t , and the unit normal is outward. Up to a positive factor, the quantity in parentheses equals
a non-negative quantity. We deduce
and therefore u ≡ 0 in the domain defined by (16).
for some M independent of m and lim X m = X , lim X ′ m = X ′ . Then any weak limit u of u m satisfies the same conclusion (15).
The same technique as above can be used to prove other results of propagation. We shall use the following one.
If Supp a is contained in R × R + , then Supp S t a is contained in the same half-space.
If Supp a is contained in R + × R and a ≥ 0, then Supp S t a is contained in the same halfspace.
Moment estimates
We recall the result established in [10] , which is valid in arbitrary space dimension n. In other words, this prevents the mass to escape at infinity in finite time. The condition above is satisfied for instance if a ∈ M (R n ) has compact support.
The result above concerns low-order moments of the solution, in the sense that the exponents q−1 j remain bounded by 1+n 2 + 1 n . The exponent of x n is actually bounded by 1+n 2n + 1 n 2 ; if n = 2, this means an exponent < 1. This contrast with the situation of higher-order moments: Proposition 4.2 Let a ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R n ) be given, with compact support, say that Supp a is contained in [0, X ] × R + . We assume a ≥ 0.
For every α > 3, the solution of the Cauchy problem to (13) satisfies
A remarkable consequence of Proposition 4.2 is that if a singular data a, concentrated along the vertical axis, is approximated by a m ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R 2 ) in such a way that the horizontal width X m of the support of a m shrinks to 0, then
at positive times. Therefore any vague or pointwise limit u satisfies (17)
The solution is non-negative. The support of u(t) is contained in 0,
The Hölder inequality gives us
This yields a differential inequality
from which we derive the lower bound of the Proposition.
Scaling and self-similarity
The 2-D Burgers equation (13) admits a scaling group
This means that if u is an entropy solution, then
is an entropy solution too. We notice that the transformation u → u µ preserves the total mass:
It is therefore meaningful to consider self-similar solutions, which are defined as those for which the transformations above act trivially: u µ ≡ u. Such solutions are given, in terms of their profile W (x) = u(1, x), by the formula
The differential equation satisfied by W is (we use the letters y j to denote the self-similar variables)
, then a self-similar solution admits a limit as t → 0+ in the sense of the narrow convergence:
This initial value a = u(0) is a singular measure, supported by the vertical axis:
Constraints for self-similar data
Conversely, an initial data of the form (20) is invariant under the same scaling, in the sense that a, φ µ = a, φ for every φ ∈ C c (R 2 ) and µ > 0, where φ → φ µ is the adjoint transformation
If the corresponding Cauchy problem admits a unique admissible solution u, it must therefore be self-similar. Anticipating on Section 6, let us make the natural assumption that u is the limit of a sequence u m of solutions associated with approximate data a m , whose support is contained in [− 1 m 1 m ] × R, and such that a m 1 ≤ a M = g M =: M. Then Corollary 3.1 tells us that the support of u(t) is contained in the strip
In other words, the support of the profile W is contained in the strip
Remark that since u m (t) 1 ≤ M, we also have W 1 ≤ M and, by dispersion, W ∞ ≤ c ∞ M 1 4 . With Hölder inequality, we infer W p ≤ c 1−1/p ∞ M 1 4 (1+3/p) . We can therefore estimate g in various L p -norms ; we start with
We summarize our analysis as follows.
Proposition 5.1 Let a be a singular data of the form (20) with g ∈ M (R). Suppose that the Cauchy problem admits a unique solution (thus a self-similar one), which is the limit of solutions associated with approximate data. Then the profile g is actually a function, which satisfies
As a consequence, we have the following astonishing result.
Corollary 5.1 The Cauchy problem with the datum δ 0 is ill-posed in one sense or another:
Either an admissible solution does not exist, or it is not self-similar (and thus not unique), or it is not the pointwise limit of entropy solutions associated with approximate data.
More generally, we see that in order that the Cauchy problem admits a reasonable (in the sense of Proposition 5.1) self-similar solution, it is necessary that
A stronger criterion can be established by examining the high-order moments. Let us suppose that g ≥ 0 with support contained in R + , so that we may choose signed approximate data:
If u is as in Proposition 5.1, then u ≥ 0, that is W ≥ 0, and (17) tells us that
This implies that the support of W is unbounded in the upper direction. With (19) we deduce the following.
Proposition 5.2
We make the same assumptions as in Proposition 5.1. In addition, we assume that g ≥ 0 and its support is bounded below (that is, inf Supp(g) > −∞). Then this support is unbounded above:
sup Supp(g) = +∞.
6 Data with partial bounded variation Corollary 5.1 suggests that we should limit ourselves to initial data that belong to some subclass of the set M (R 2 ), though a class wider than L 1 (R 2 ). We investigate in this section and the next one the case of initial data that display some directional regularity. We begin here with those a ∈ M (R 2 ) that have bounded variation in some given direction. Theorem 6.1 Let ξ ∈ S 1 be a unit vector. Let a ∈ M (R 2 ) be given, such that ξ · ∇a ∈ M (R 2 ).
Then for every sequence a m ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R 2 ) which approximates a in the narrow sense, and satisfies in addition sup
the corresponding sequence u m of solutions (u m (t) = S t a m ) is precompact in L p loc ((0, +∞) × R 2 ) for finite p. For a converging subsequence, the limit u(t, x) holds boundedly almost everywhere and is an entropy solution of the Burgers equation.
Comments.
1. The example (20) fulfills the assumption of the theorem provided g is a function of bounded variation (choose ξ = e 2 ).
2. Theorem 6.1 does not claim existence to the Cauchy problem with datum a, because it is unclear whether such a limit fits an initial condition, and if this initial value equals a. See our discussion in Paragraph 6.1.
3. Such approximate data can be taken of the form
which have the property that a ε is bounded, integrable and
4. The Theorem extends to n ≥ 3, with the assumption that ξ 1 · ∇a, . . ., ξ n−1 · ∇a ∈ M (R 2 )
where ξ 1 , . . ., ξ n−1 are linearly independent.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.1. We denote
Because of the dispersive estimates, it is also bounded in L ∞ (τ, +∞; L p (R 2 )) for every p ∈ [1, ∞] and every τ > 0. Up to extracting a subsequence, we may therefore assume that it converges in the Young sense: for every g ∈ C (R), the sequence (g(u m )) m∈N converges in the weak-star topology of L ∞ ((τ, +∞) × R 2 ) for every τ > 0. Denoting the limitḡ, we define as usual the Young measure (ν t,x ) (t,x)∈R + ×R 2 by
almost everywhere. Because of the uniform bound u m ∞ ≤ c ∞ t −1/2 M 1/4 , the objects ν t,x are compactly supported probabilities. Following the strategy initiated by Tartar [14] , we shall examine the support of ν t,x and prove that it is a singleton almost everywhere. This implies that ν t,x is nothing but the Dirac mass at the limitū(t, x), and the weak-star limit commutes with continuous functions:ḡ = g •ū.
Then we are allowed to pass in the limit in the PDE satisfied by u m , and infer that u solves (13) .
A tool from functional analysis. Unlike Tartar's one-dimensional analysis, it is not possible to exploit the div-curl lemma of compensated compactness, because we don't have a curl-free field at our disposal. Instead, we shall apply a weak-star upper semi-continuity result established in [10] . This result is related to the property that the map A → (det A) 1 d−1 is divergencequasiconcave (see [11, 12] ) over the cone Sym + d , following a terminology coined by Fonseca & Müller [5] . Let us recall that if A : Ω → Sym d is a symmetric tensor defined over a ddimensional domain, its row-wise divergence Div A is defined by Up to the extraction of a subsequence, let us assume that (det A ε ) 1 d−1 has a weak limit D in L p/d ′ . Then we have
Notice that if d = 2, the div-curl Lemma tells us the stronger result that (22) is an equality.
To construct such tensors, we begin by observing that
By assumption, we have thus sup m a m (· + hξ) − a m 1 ≤ Ch, ∀h ∈ R, for some C < ∞. By the contraction property, we derive
In other words, the sequence ξ · ∇u m is bounded in
Actually, if f : R → R is a locally Lipschitz function, then 
For the sake of clarity, we now apply a rotation in the plane, which transforms the direction ξ into e 2 . The Burgers equation (3) rewrites in the new coordinates
where f and g are polynomials of degree ≤ 3 and valuation ≥ 2. This transformation does not alter the dispersive estimates (9) .
We next recall an observation made in [13] . Let η : R → R + be convex (it plays the role of an entropy) with η(0) = 0. Let us defined an entropy flux q by q ′ 1 (s) = f ′ (s)η ′ (s) and q ′ 2 (s) = g ′ (s)η ′ (s). Then the entropy production ε m [η] := ∂ t η(u m ) + ∂ 1 q 1 (u m ) + ∂ 2 q 2 (u m ) is a non-negative measure, which satisfies
The right-hand side is bounded in terms of the Lipschitz constant of η, by
Using once more the dispersive estimates, we deduce that the sequence ε m [η] is bounded in M ((τ, ∞) × R 2 ) for every τ > 0. But since we already have a control of its last contribution ∂ 2 q 2 (u m ), we deduce that the truncated quantity ∂ t η(u m ) + ∂ 1 q 1 (u m ) forms a bounded sequence in M ((τ, T ) × R 2 ) for every 0 < τ < T < ∞.
By linearity, this boundedness is valid when η is the difference of two convex functions. Because of the dispersion estimate, it even suffices that the restriction of η to bounded intervals be the difference of two convex functions.
We are now in position to define our tensors. We start with A m = B + • u m , with
where s + = max(s, 0) is the positive part and
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality tells us that ∆ ≥ 0, and thus B + (s) is positive semi-definite. On the one hand, we have A m * ⇀Ā in L ∞ loc , wherē
On the other hand det B + (s) = ∆(s + ) 2 yields
Finally, we have shown above that the sequence 1 
Applying Theorem 6.2 with d = 3 and Ω = (τ, T ) × R 2 , we infer that
Because of ∆ ≥ 0, this yields the alternative that either ν t,x , ∆(s + ) = 0, or
1 Here the divergence must be taken in the time and space variables.
In the former case, Supp ν t,x is contained in the set defined by ∆(s + ) = 0, that is in the negative axis R − . The latter situation instead can be recast as ν t,x ⊗ ν t, 
By Cauchy-Schwarz, F is non-negative and vanishes only if r + = s + (remark that f ′ is not constant on an interval). Since ν t,x ⊗ ν t,x is a probability, our inequality implies that the support of ν t,x ⊗ ν t,x is contained in the planar subset defined by F = 0, that is r + = s + .
The conclusion of this calculation is that
where L denotes the diagonal (r = s) of R 2 . The same calculation can be carried out, starting from the entropy η(s) = s − := max(−s, 0) instead of s + . This yields now the symmetric result that
Combining both results, we conclude that
this tells us that Supp ν t,x is a singleton, as expected.
This proves that our sequence u m converges pointwise almost everywhere. Because of the L ∞ bound on (τ, ∞) × R 2 for every τ > 0, and using dominated convergence, we may pass to the limit in the identities
as well as in the entropy inequalities. We infer
together with the entropy inequalities. This ends the proof of Theorem 6.1.
The problem of fitting the initial condition
As mentionned in Remark 2.1, we don't know whether u 3 is integrable over (0, 1) × B when B ⊂ R 2 is a bounded set. We even suspect that it is not so in reasonnable situations, namely those of a self-similar solution. This raises a difficulty regarding the initial data. On the one hand, when a ∈ M \ L 1 (R 2 ), a m does not converge in norm towards a ; we infer that u m is not a Cauchy sequence in C(R + ; M (R 2 )). On the other hand, if φ ∈ D(R 2 ), we may not pass to the limit in
because of the lack of uniform integrability of the last term. We thus don't know so far whether u fits the initial data a in any sense. We don't even exclude the possibility that u(t), which is bounded in L 1 (R 2 ), would not converge at all as t → 0+. In such a case, it would admit a non-unique cluster value for the narrow convergence.
Even if lim t→0+ u(t) =: u(0) exists in the narrow sense, we don't know whether it equals a. The Section 5 gives us some clues. Let us consider a datum a of the self-similar form (20).
Choosing an a m whose support shrinks to the vertical axis as m → +∞, we know (Corollary 3.1) that the support of u(t) shrinks to the axis as t → 0+, its width being an O( √ t ). If u(0) exists, it is therefore supported by the vertical axis, thus self-similar, and it is reasonnable to suppose that u is self-similar too. But then u(0) has to satisfy the constraints described in Paragraph 5.1. If a does not satisfy them, then certainly u(0) = a.
The only positive result that we have in this direction is the following. Proposition 6.1 With the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1, we have
In other words, the integral of u along vertical lines satisfies the correct relation:
where π : x → x 1 is the vertical projection and the right-hand side is the pushforward measure. The proof consists simply in passing to the limit into
where now every term is under control ; the last one because of the dispersive estimate u m (t) 2 ≤ c 1/2 ∞ t −1/4 M 5/8 . Of course, Proposition 6.1 is of very little interest for data of the form (20), since it tells only that u(0) has the right mass.
Data with partial regularity
We extend now the compactness result to a more general class of initial data. Then there exists a sequence b k in L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R 2 ), converging towards a in the vague topology, and such that the solution sequence (u k (t) := S t b k ) converges boundedly almost everywhere on every compact subset of (0, +∞) × R 2 .
The pointwise limit u of u k is an entropy solution of (13) , which satisfies the dispersion inequalities
Theorem 7.1 applies to the important case of a data of the form (20) when the measure g is actually an L 1 -function, because then a(· + h e 2 ) − a M = g(· + h) − g 1 h→0 −→ 0.
Proof
Let a ε = θ ε * ξ a be an approximate data obtained by convolution in the direction ξ only. The assumption ensures that on the one hand ξ · ∇a ε ∈ M (R 2 ), and on the other hand (25) lim ε→0+ a ε − a M = 0. Theorem 6.1 tells us that for every ε > 0, there exists a sequence of data b εm ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ (R 2 ), which tends to a ε for the narrow topology, and such that the corresponding sequence of solutions (u εm ) m converges boundedly almost everywhere towards a solution u ε of (13) .
Recall that in the proof of Theorem 6.1, one could have chosen a priori a smooth kernel ρ k (x) = k 2 ρ(kx) and set a εk := ρ k * a ε . Then b εm is a subsequence, meaning that b εm = a εφ(m) for some increasing function φ. By a diagonal selection, we may actually take the same function φ for every parameters ε = 1 N for N ∈ N. We remark now that sup t u εm (t) − u νm (t) 1 ≤ a εm − a νm 1 ≤ a ε − a ν M ε,ν→0 −→ 0.
Reminding the uniform estimate u εm (t) ∞ ≤ c ∞ t −1/2 M 1/4 with an M independent of ε and m (one may take M = a M ), we apply Dominated Convergence to K |u εm − u νm |(t, x) dxdt for every relatively compact domain K ⊂ (0, ∞) × R 2 , and we obtain
The sequence u 1/N is thus time-uniformly convergent in L 1 (R 2 ). Its limit u is clearly a solution of (13), and the convergence is pointwise almost everywhere, up to a new extraction. Another diagonal selection yields a converging subsequence of u 1/N,N , towards u.
which can be integrated into
This defines a two-parameters family of curves, which can be used to build an admissible solution of (18). Of course, a compactly supported solution will involve shock waves, for which we have to write the Rankine-Hugoniot relation and the Oleinik entropy inequalities, both varying with the normal direction.
Very self-similar flows
The equation (18) The reduced profile obeys now an ODE (26)
where z stands for the remaining argument. Remarkably enough, this equation can be integrated explicitly, into
The corresponding solution of the Burgers equation is given implicitely by for some constant c ∈ R. We notice that the mass of such a function is infinite unless the domain is truncated:
u(t, y) dy = W (y) dy = y 1 V y 2 y 2 1 dy = y 3 1 V (z) dy 1 dz.
A truncation must involve shock waves. Again, we remark that the shock locus separating a very self-similar flow from the rest state (u ≡ 0) can be completely described. The Rankine-Hugoniot relation tells us that the shock locus obeys to the differential equation W − y 1 2 dy 2 − W 2 3 dy 1 = 0.
As in the case studied in Section 6, we have G ≡ 0 and ∇G ≡ 0 along the diagonal, here defined by u = v = w. It is however not as flat (remember that we had ∇ 2 F ≡ 0 and ∇ 3 F ≡ 0 along the diagonal u = v), since G uu (u, u, u) = − ∆ ′ (u) 2 ∆(u) =: 2α(u) < 0, G uv (u, u, u) = α(u).
We infer that
in a neighbourhood of the diagonal. Since this expression is non-positive, one cannot conclude from Inequality (29). For instance, a measure ν with a small enough support certainly satisfies (29).
